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Carmelo Resort & Spa, A Hyatt Hotel
Located in Carmelo, Uruguay, this luxurious
resort is just 15 minutes from Buenos Aires
by plane, and 30 minutes from Montevideo.
Carmelo Resort & Spa A Hyatt Hotel has firstclass infrastructure that enjoys nature in its
surroundings. Top-notch gastronomy and the
fully functioning Chandra spa as well as numerous activities offered by the resort alongside its renowned personalised service are just
some of the factors that guests will enjoy as
part of the Carmelo experience.
Carmelo Resort & Spa, categorised as one of
Latin America’s main luxury resort now – as
from June 2015 – now forms part of Hyatt’s
property repertoire.
This luxurious resort is strategically placed on
the banks of the River Plate, a place where
guests can enjoy southwest Uruguay’s natural
surroundings.

Carmelo Resort & Spa a Hyatt Hotel has 44
rooms designed with Asian details that create a
holistic Zen environment, which, at the same time
maintains an authentic approach to hospitality as
well as Uruguay’s ‘terroir or tradition’ feeling.
Recognised by the international media as one
of Latin America’s main luxury hotels, Carmelo
Resort & Spa A Hyatt Hotel has been widely
accoladed with awards from the world’s most
important publications such as “The 100 best
resorts and hotels in the world” by Travel +
Leisure and “The best hotels/resorts in South
America” by Condé Nast Traveler.
Carmelo Resort & Spa, A Hyatt Hotel
Route 21, Km 262, Carmelo, Colonia, Uruguay, 70100
Tel: +598 4542 9000
reservations.carmelo@hyatt.com
www.carmelo.hyatt.com

Madrid
Hotel Único
Located in the middle of Madrid’s Golden Mile,
arriving at the serene 19th century palace that
is Hotel Único induces immediate relief and
tranquility. A white façade, a grand staircase,
marble mosaic floors, huge windows and an
immaculately tended indoor garden, are all areas where guests can escape from the bustle
of the city.
Its 44 deluxe and spacious rooms are designed in warm and neutral colours giving
the feeling of staying in a noble residence in
the elegant Salamanca district. High ceilings,
large windows, total soundproofing, modern
bathrooms and careful lighting add to the sophisticated and comfortable atmosphere. In

addition, the modern fitness centre and a wide
range of massages on the menu at The Wellness Suite complete this exquisite proposal.
Its restaurant, Ramón Freixa Madrid, has become a must in the city and was awarded two
Michelin stars as well as Best Restaurant of
Madrid by the prestigious Madrid Fusión
event. Freixa, a renowned chef, is also in
charge of creating great Único’s breakfasts. If
you’re in Madrid, this hotel shows no boundaries when it comes to pleasure.
Claudio Coello, 67
28001 Madrid, Spain
Tel. +34 91 781 01 73

